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On July 19, 2021, Vancouver Airport Authority President and CEO Tamara Vrooman, will present to City of Richmond’s General 

Purposes Committee. Ms. Vrooman will be accompanied by the City of Richmond’s nominee to the Airport Authority’s Board of 

Directors, Dan Nomura.  

 

The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an overview of Vancouver International Airport’s (YVR) response to the 

challenges resulting from the global COVID-19 pandemic and 2021 Strategic Plan, which is positions YVR to deliver on its 

public interest mandate to serve our community and the economy that supports it. Ms. Vrooman will touch on these topics in 

her brief speaking remarks to allow for ample time for Mayor and Council to ask questions and discuss topics of interest to 

Richmond community members.  

S U P P O R T I N G  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y  T H R O U G H  T H E  C O V I D  P A N D E M I C   
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, YVR—together with Musqueam, airline and airport partners—has cared for our 

community while remaining open to support essential travel and the movement of goods. The hallmark of our efforts is the 

YVR TAKEcare health and safety program, which helps people move through the airport safely and with confidence. TAKEcare 

places industry-leading health, safety and cleaning practices and protocols at the forefront of airport processes. 

 

During the early months of the COVID-19 crisis, the B.C. Public Service, Vancouver Airport Authority, Canada Border Services 

Agency and federal public health officials came together in a common service to implement the B.C. government’s health 

screening and self-isolation checkpoints at YVR. In addition to screening returning travellers, YVR collaborated with the B.C. 

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries to develop an empathetic arrival process to safely welcome temporary foreign 

agriculture workers into B.C. These workers are crucial to Richmond’s farming community and are integral in safeguarding 

our province’s food supply. The program recognized the stressful journey they faced and provided appropriate support upon 

their arrival at YVR and during their mandatory quarantine period. The program was so successful, the BC government 

extended the program again to support the 2021 growing season.  

 

YVR is also host to one of the largest COVID-19 testing facilities in the province. Operated by Vancouver Coastal Health and 

located on the site of YVR’s jetSet parking facility, the site tripled testing capacity in Richmond. As B.C.’s mass vaccination 

efforts started, we were pleased to again partner with the BC government, deploying YVR Caretakers into the community to 

help deliver a safe well-organized vaccine clinic at the River Rock Casino. This opportunity has allowed us to recall our own 

workers as well as Musqueam, airline and other airport business employees to provide meaningful employment in service of 

our community’s greatest priority. To date, the clinic has vaccinated more than 85,000 people, or about 40% of Richmond’s 

population. 
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P A S S E N G E R  A N D  C A R G O  M O V E M E N T S  
Year-over-year passenger traffic at YVR was 7.3 million—down 72% from 2019. As BC reopens to domestic travel, passenger 

traffic has steadily increased with air carriers adding increased frequencies and destinations. While there is pent up demand 

for travel and we are seeing more passengers come through the airport as domestic travel begin to recover, we expect 2021 to 

be another challenging year with depressed passenger numbers. YVR continues to be one of only four airports in Canada 

permitted to receive international flights at this time. We expect transborder travel to recover next, followed by international 

travel, as the federal government makes decisions on the Canada–U.S. border and travel restrictions ease with increased 

global vaccination efforts and declining case counts.  

 

In contrast to passenger traffic, cargo was a bright spot in 2020 and 2021—demonstrating the importance of air linkages. 

While volumes were down 20% over 2019, the decline was lessened because of the impact of increased e-commerce activity 

and expanded movement of personal protective equipment and other critical supplies by air. Through May 2021, cargo traffic is 

up 11.7% from 2020, again largely being driven by the e-commerce boom. 

2 0 2 1  S T R A T E G I C  P L A N :  P O S I T I O N I N G  Y V R  F O R  T H E  F U T U R E  
Given the high degree of uncertainty in B.C.’s post-pandemic recovery, Vancouver Airport Authority has adopted a one-year 

strategic plan that will guide the airport in becoming a gateway to the new economy, in service of our community. YVR’s 2021 

Strategic Plan has six focus areas: 

Strengthening the Core  
2021 will be a key year to get our operational house in order. We are examining every aspect of our operations, including our 

asset management program; seeking to be more efficient across all operational areas, including passenger 

experience, departure punctuality, baggage connections and cargo; and continuing to prioritize environmental sustainability, 

working to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2030.  

Staying Ahead of COVID   
The path to a post-pandemic world cannot go over, around or alongside COVID-19. The only way forward is to go through. We 

are continually adapting to evolving travel requirements related to the pandemic while preparing thoughtfully for the return of 

passengers in a new era of travel. We are investing in digital and data-enhanced technologies to respond to COVID and invest 

to ensure we understand the future travel experience and what our partners need from us. Finally, timely and targeted 

data investments will ensure we have the right information to stay ahead of, and adapt to, the challenges of navigating through 

the pandemic to ensure YVR is designed to thrive in the future.  

Climate: YVR’s Net Zero 2030 Commitment 
Aviation is energy-intensive and depends almost exclusively on fossil fuels. While airlines have made great strides in reducing 

fuel use by purchasing the latest and most fuel-efficient jets, airlines are faced with the reality that practical, low and zero 

emissions airplanes designed to carry hundreds of passengers long distances remain decades into the future. It's against this 

challenging backdrop that YVR has an opportunity to play an outsized and immediate role in reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions, and ensure airports are ready for the sustainable aircraft and operations of the future.  
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YVR recently successfully achieved Neutrality in the Airport Carbon Accreditation Program by Airports Council International. 

YVR is the first Canadian airport certified at this level and joins 60 other airports from around the world at this level of 

certification. As part of our climate commitment, the Airport Authority made the important decision to advance our ambition to 

eliminate carbon emissions by 20 years: to be net zero by 2030. To achieve our goals, will focus additionally on reducing the 

direct emissions from both our operations and energy consumption through reducing energy use and displacing remaining 

fossil fuel use with renewable fuels.  

 

Through our BioPortYVR initiative, we are working closely with our airline partners, as well as the provincial and federal 

government, to advance the supply and availability of sustainable aviation fuels in British Columbia. Our vision is for YVR to be 

the first Canadian sustainable aviation fuel hub in Canada. 

Gateway to the New Economy  
As we navigate out of the pandemic, we are moving beyond our traditional role and focusing on aligning to the future growth 

and needs of our community and economy: to become our region’s Gateway to the New Economy. In April 2021, we announced 

the “Innovation Hub @ YVR”—a platform through which YVR will connect and collaborate with local businesses and our 

community to lead innovation and the economic recovery. Early partners in this initiative include BCIT who will use the airport 

as a living lab for its Internet of Things program.  

 

YVR has invested in creating a digital twin of the airport terminal, Sea Island and Musqueam lands—the most advanced 3D 

airport reality model in North American and probably the world. The digital twin will allow us to model and monitor the airport 

business in ways that enable faster, better business decisions. The platform is also available to third parties and partners, 

including local governments, service providers and infrastructure operators, to test how new systems or processes will work 

in a “live” environment.  

 

We are also advocating to modernize Canada’s Foreign Trade Zone Points into an optimized Free Trade Zone regime that 

would allow British Columbia and local communities including Richmond attract new value-added investments, create jobs for 

local workers and support new business opportunities, while generating up to $410 million in direct GDP to British Columbia’s 

economy.  

Purpose through People 
YVR is a people business, and we continue to ensure that we have a supported workforce where team members can build their 

careers. Working together, we will ensure our customers and community continue to inform the decisions we make and that 

we are building a resilient, authentic, adaptable and empathetic culture to embrace the short- and long-term opportunities in 

our industry.   

Financial Sustainability 
We start 2021 with the single biggest operating deficit and debt burden in the history of YVR. So, while we work to achieve 

other strategic goals this year, we must do so in a way that improves our financial resilience. The Airport Authority took 

several steps to ensure YVR’s financial sustainability during the height of the pandemic, including consolidating terminal 

operations to cut costs in line with passenger volumes. We are appreciative of the federal government support it received in 

the form of waived and deferred rent payments. We also deeply thank the City of Richmond for allowing us to defer payment of 
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our annual Payment in Lieu of Taxes from March to December 2020—this was very helpful in allowing us to manage our 

liquidity when revenues plummeted drastically.   

 

We will continue to see operating losses in 2021-22, requiring us to fund airport operations with debt. Pre-COVID, 90% of our 

revenues were passenger-related. To future proof our financial stability in service to the community, we are exploring ways to 

diversify our revenue streams. This includes the proposed changes to land use at YVR that recently came before Council in 

June 2021. By opening up underutilized land in Airport South for uses such as air cargo and aircraft maintenance, and creating 

additional groundside commercial and airside space to the lands at Airport North uses, YVR can help meet the need for large 

trade and transportation related sites identified in Metro Vancouver’s 2020 Regional Industrial Lands Inventory and in support 

of BC’s economic recovery plans and Richmond’s long-term economic prosperity.   

A D D R E S S I N G  C O M M U N I T Y  I M P A C T S  
We recognize that our activities impact different groups in different ways—and that means balancing the contribution we make 

against the negative effects of YVR’s operations on the quality of life of community residents and their expectations of us. That 

is why we strive to work collaboratively with the community to deliver on our clear community mandate, safely operate the 

airport, and plan for the future.  

 

We appreciate the collaborate approach City of Richmond senior staff took in working with our planning team as we move 

forward on updated land use planning, and we are incorporating council’s feedback into our submission to Transport Canada. 

We are also working with the new leadership at the Sea Island Community Association to address residents’ questions about 

YVR’s land use planning and establish a process to regularly update the community on YVR activities and areas of interest.  

 

Wildlife management is a core element of our operations that ensures the safety of aircraft and passengers as well as airport 

staff, visitors and our community. Since hearing from the community on concerns about our management of the feral rabbit 

population at the airport, we have suspended the program indefinitely. We are working with independent scientists, wildlife 

experts and Richmond community partners to re-evaluate our methods and determine alternative solutions that meet our 

responsibility for safety at the airport, to our environment and to our community. 

 

Finally, we deeply thank the residents of the Burkeville neighbourhood and appreciate their patience as we complete 

construction work on the new Templeton Corridor and prepare an adjacent YVR tenant site for redevelopment. Our community 

relations team has stayed in close contact with residents throughout the construction—particularly our neighbours who live 

along Wellington Crescent and are most impacted by daily activities. We look forward to opening the Templeton Corridor soon 

and introducing the community to new greenspaces, as well as cycling and walking trails to link Flight Path Park to Miller 

Road and the Sea Island Canada Line station.  

C O N C L U S I O N  
The Airport Authority has made good use of the last 16 months to strengthen our operations, diversify, digitize, green and 

improve YVR. Incorporating innovations and learnings arising from our pandemic response, we will continue to adapt to 

ensure an efficient, frictionless experience from curb to cloud for our passengers.  
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We are deeply proud to operate in the City of Richmond and look forward to collaborating more closely with Council and city 

staff. We recognize that both Richmond’s and the Region’s economic recovery depends on a strong, sustainable YVR, and we 

are committed to fulfilling our purpose of serving the community and the economy that supports it. Further, we recognize the 

opportunity and obligation to work in partnership with the Musqueam Nation on whose traditional lands YVR sits. We will 

continue to incorporate their traditional knowledge into our thinking and business practices as we move forward together.  
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